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Quick guide to buying weed seeds online

Our quick marijuana seed purchasing guide outlines the fundamentals of the
online marijuana seed marketplace. Buyers are instructed to make their purchases
at a trusted cannabis seed banks that offers fast and discreet delivery services to all
50 states of the USA.

1.1

Introduction

Marijuana seeds sprout into cannabis plants that are grown by people around the
world who value the plant’s therapeutic qualities. Medical marijuana is legal in a
growing number of US states, thus obtaining the seeds is necessary for the cultivation to have genetics for growing. Premium breed genetics offer the cultivation
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increased yields, potency, aroma, bud quality and flavors. An investment into quality marijuana seeds can help US growers improve their harvests.

1.2

Buying Weed Seeds Online

Shopping online for marijuana seeds is easy. However, finding the seed bank that
ships those seeds into the US can present a challenge. Not only do consumers
need to search for trusted seed suppliers, but they also need to verify the shipping,
delivery and refund policies of the company.
Refer to the list of best marijuana seed banks (all ship to USA) [1] for current
seed bank rankings.
Purchasing seeds online entails visiting the websites, selecting the desired seeds
and figuring out payment methods. Bitcoin is most recommended for relative
anonymity. Cash by mail is another anonymous option. Credit cards and debit
cards are accepted at an increasing amount of seed bank businesses.
Check the table of accepted payment methods on the seed bank reviews USA marijuana seed bank directory [2].
TrustPilot [3] is an invaluable source of reviews and customer feedback. Before
purchasing weed seeds online, the customer is advised to scope out the legitimacy
of the marijuana seed bank by using social feedback and customer reviews.
Reddit is another source of inspiration for marijuana seed buyers. On this
social media platform, growers show off their best cannabis plants in the various
marijuana-themed subreddits:
• r/MarijuanaSeeds [4] - for everything about marijuana seeds.
• r/microgrowery [5] - for small-scale “micro” cannabis growing.
• r/macrogrowery [6] - for large-scale “macro” cannabis growing.
• r/cannabiscultivation [7] - for everything about cannabis cultivation.

1.3

Final Notes

Researching the various cannabis strain types, genetics, seed sex and other plant
attributes can help the legal/recreational marijuana grower produce rewarding harvests in a short amount of time. Advanced cultivation techniques may further increase yields.
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